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In doing

so he felt obliged

of TTEdpique
to add not

only chapters on Homeric problems in general and on co- and subordination.
but
also on tempera and modi. Then follow seven chapters on +E after relative (&- 76 etc.)
and five after coordinative
elements (66’ TC etc.). ‘H TF, interrogatives
+ 7’($’ and
the conjunction
t’r~ are treated separately, concluded by a chapter on problematical
instances of 7~. The occurrences in epic comparisons and in typical descriptions and
general truths are considered
together. The last five chapters discuss TC after
-p-j;.= -;..I.__ I..,,
+- a.- well
to present his own theory,
and a summary of the
1 ,!b CLULII’CJI llUJ ui
: :,7X<;.
whole book, first (a preliminary
version appeared in ,I\~inrmos.wre 22 (196% l-66). It
is directly followed by a discussion of the views of ancient and modern grammarian%.
(This clear structure is not immediatley evident from the table of contcnls.)
The author stai,ts from the observation that TC as a rule introducss digre\slons
without which the preceding is syntactically and semantically complete. i.6. it i$ nondeterminative.
And secondly, that this digression
gives a non-individual.
not
temporally !imi!ed fact, but one of generai validity (“fait permanent”).
TC. then. is
essentially an adverb of digressive-permanent
value. It is stressed that one or the
other of these two elements has been recognized by earlier scholars. G. Hermann.
for example, stated in 1805: ““OUTE notioni, quae iam definita essedeber, aliud quid
addit, quod ad ipsam notionem non est necessarium”.
However, their general
theories did not account for the two essential elements together (hardly ever for one
of them). Often the actual value assigned was too vague. Sharply rejected is the
equation with Latin -qNe in quisqw. It is objected that (6s) tls +c is in fact ;z +E with
7~9 added, not essentially TC’S 7~; that & 7~ with the value of 6~ TIC is very rare; that
the occurrence in general truths does not mean thar TE had an indefinite value: that
the normal digressive ansphorical
relative use excludes an indefinite
value. This
theory must surely be abandoned.
The clear definition of the value established by the author is important
enough.
but also an explanation
of its origin is given. It had been observed (e.g. by Gondal
that coordinative TC. as opposed to mi, is used mostly with closelyconnectedelements
(~~(;x~ &&ds
TE). The author thinks that this stable connection (“liaison
stable”)
explains that TF expresses a permanent fact, while it also explains its digressive
character: it adds something that is closely connected, i.e. rhat is generally true,
which can be added or not. This means that e.g. T 259 ‘Ep~vuIc, tr5 B’hd yniw
rbdp&rouc n’wvmc from an originally coordinative
“and those who” came to mean
“c’est-Q-dire celles qui”. I must say that in an instance like this 1 find such a development rather hard to believe, but it is very natural in e.g. R 471 L’JPTJc’v dup~v~, he TE
~Gyos c~yy~cc&&i “duns la saison printan&e
et (c’t.;,
**+ h Jirc) au tcmps oh le lait
inonde les WCS”. The author himself admits, en passant, WI p. 42; :hz! !he d~\z!~;‘
ment Lvith ~77~is easier to understand th;ln with 0”s TE. As this hypothesis easily
explains all cletnents. it must be correct. It happens that it also provides a date. As it
could only havl: got this special value (the “iiai~con stable”) after the introduction
of
~r!;ar; the normal coordinative, it must be post-Mycenaean.
Even an internal c!:~P”ology is possible. While there are no formulas with 6s TE, there are such with &E T(F,
so that the latter may be older. Also 22 TC can only have come into being when TE
had become hell established as an adverb, so that this group must be one of the most
recent. Also Mycenaean shows that it is different from the -7~ in temporal conjunctions, as GTEhas a -t- in Mycenaean: ore.
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First the Mycenaean use of-C;“@and -& is discussed. As;to the type ekeqelekhei‘and he has’ following a nominative,
it is convincingly argued that the nominative represents a sentence. In’eresting is the comparison of the Mycenaean (and
Indo-European)
situation of -k*e versus asyndeton, with the classical Greek KUC
versus -76, of which the second member expresses a stable connection (“liaison

k’e/

stable”), $21CJ.

Then lists are given in &i 288-289, mote detailed ones $5 293-295. Though the
relation Wad: Odyssey = 4: 3, this is not because iirc: laiicr is mere recent. Rather it
is due to the tendency to agglomerate. (E.g. w had epic TE I :92 but only 2 aglonerations, x 1: Zf but I4 ugglomerations). The order in which the occurrences are discussed
is: relative -+ TF (&!ik
.- with 31;@ Tt, & nip 7~ etc.
, local
and temporal relative
adverb, o~o~:&I~o~~&
76).
coordinative + TE (62, y&p, ,A&, KCII, &Q& 7~). In the
separate chapters ail occurrences are discussed, ail variant readings, etc. Irregular
isolee d’un fait permanent dans une
uses are discussed, so the “manifestatior
situation temporaire” (e.g. K 278 d&s &KC%, $ pi pal a&i . . . mp~‘a~at~~c).
It does
not seem possible or useful to discuss them here. I may mention a few points,
When & tf and L’swithout TC are compared, it appears that in comparisons 7~ is
normal (68:IO without), while in geographical digressions it is much less frequent
(2:lO without). The author states that in the first case mostly iterative facts are
mentioned of which it is not known whether they occur at that time (“comme une
petite fille, qui court B cBtC de sa mere . . . ‘7. Geographical
facts of course are
continuous, The two types are called “inactualisable”
and “actualisable”.
It is said
that “le caractere permanent d’un fait inactualisable est plus clair dans son contexte
que celui d’un fait actualisable” (p. 383). It is then concluded that 7~ seems to stress
“le caractere inactualisable”. This is not clear to me: there can hardly be a fact more
permanent than a continuous, permaneut geographical fact. Also 1 do not understand the terms (I would rather call them “actualisable”(!)
and “actuel/actualid”).
The conclusion is not explained but has to be taken as a new “facette”. I think that
the different frequency can be explained easily, when we realize that the absolutely
the geographical facts, need not be marked as
permanent “faits permanents”,
permanent, while in the case of the discontinuous facts it is useful to characterize
them as permanent.
Of the many details presented I might mention the suggestion that c’@ originally
means (Fr.) ’ bien’ and is related to C$UTOSas @Acr to p-iA1u7u.
The author opposes
(p. 433, n. 76) Latte’s rejection of Cypr. ip. I might add that, if ~L&XCI
pcih1arc~
represent +mr&-(e, -is-). &pa could continue *&-e, and :~(a) < *erh2-e (and in the
However, this would prohibit connection
same 44~,i!y API-, Epr- < *rh2-i, and *erh&),
with r&&v (and @a+os), if this has a root Ape- from *liZcrhl- (Myc. arjoh- can have
*h2erh&s-,
but hardly *rh2-ios). Of course, this is a phonetical possibility only. The
author does not comment on Lith. ir’, ui.
Though 3 7~ has an adverbial TE, this 7~ has a different value. In one third of its
instances it occurs in an apodosis (not in a digression) expressing not a “fait permanent” but a more or less hypothetical fact (II 687 el% &or fl~&ldsao $v’Xa&v, $
~‘di:v&&$t~yr K+(Y); there is no “lien stable”, there is mostly change of subject
(which is not normally found with adverbial ~6). Therefore the author very probably
assumes that the combination $ 7~ dates from the time when TE was the normal
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